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the detailed description. Such sum-
mary should, when set forth, be com-
mensurate with the invention as 
claimed and any object recited should 
be that of the invention as claimed. 

§ 1.74 Reference to drawings. 

When there are drawings, there shall 
be a brief description of the several 
views of the drawings and the detailed 
description of the invention shall refer 
to the different views by specifying the 
numbers of the figures and to the dif-
ferent parts by use of reference letters 
or numerals (preferably the latter). 

§ 1.75 Claim(s). 

(a) The specification must conclude 
with a claim particularly pointing out 
and distinctly claiming the subject 
matter which the applicant regards as 
his invention or discovery. 

(b) More than one claim may be pre-
sented provided they differ substan-
tially from each other and are not un-
duly multiplied. 

(c) One or more claims may be pre-
sented in dependent form, referring 
back to and further limiting another 
claim or claims in the same applica-
tion. Any dependent claim which refers 
to more than one other claim (‘‘mul-
tiple dependent claim’’) shall refer to 
such other claims in the alternative 
only. A multiple dependent claim shall 
not serve as a basis for any other mul-
tiple dependent claim. For fee calcula-
tion purposes under § 1.16, a multiple 
dependent claim will be considered to 
be that number of claims to which di-
rect reference is made therein. For fee 
calculation purposes also, any claim 
depending from a multiple dependent 
claim will be considered to be that 
number of claims to which direct ref-
erence is made in that multiple de-
pendent claim. In addition to the other 
filing fees, any original application 
which is filed with, or is amended to in-
clude, multiple dependent claims must 
have paid therein the fee set forth in 
§ 1.16(j). Claims in dependent form shall 
be construed to include all the limita-
tions of the claim incorporated by ref-
erence into the dependent claim. A 
multiple dependent claim shall be con-
strued to incorporate by reference all 
the limitations of each of the par-

ticular claims in relation to which it is 
being considered. 

(d)(1) The claim or claims must con-
form to the invention as set forth in 
the remainder of the specification and 
the terms and phrases used in the 
claims must find clear support or ante-
cedent basis in the description so that 
the meaning of the terms in the claims 
may be ascertainable by reference to 
the description. (See § 1.58(a).) 

(2) See §§ 1.141 to 1.146 as to claiming 
different inventions in one application. 

(e) Where the nature of the case ad-
mits, as in the case of an improvement, 
any independent claim should contain 
in the following order: 

(1) A preamble comprising a general 
description of all the elements or steps 
of the claimed combination which are 
conventional or known, 

(2) A phrase such as ‘‘wherein the im-
provement comprises,’’ and 

(3) Those elements, steps and/or rela-
tionships which constitute that portion 
of the claimed combination which the 
applicant considers as the new or im-
proved portion. 

(f) If there are several claims, they 
shall be numbered consecutively in Ar-
abic numerals. 

(g) The least restrictive claim should 
be presented as claim number 1, and all 
dependent claims should be grouped to-
gether with the claim or claims to 
which they refer to the extent prac-
ticable. 

(h) The claim or claims must com-
mence on a separate physical sheet or 
electronic page. Any sheet including a 
claim or portion of a claim may not 
contain any other parts of the applica-
tion or other material. 

(i) Where a claim sets forth a plu-
rality of elements or steps, each ele-
ment or step of the claim should be 
separated by a line indentation. 

(35 U.S.C. 6; 15 U.S.C. 1113, 1126) 

[31 FR 12922, Oct. 4, 1966, as amended at 36 FR 
12690, July 3, 1971; 37 FR 21995, Oct. 18, 1972; 
43 FR 4015, Jan. 31, 1978; 47 FR 41276, Sept. 17, 
1982; 61 FR 42803, Aug. 19, 1996; 68 FR 38628, 
June 30, 2003; 70 FR 3891, Jan. 27, 2005; 72 FR 
46836, Aug. 21, 2007; 74 FR 52688, Oct. 14, 2009] 

§ 1.76 Application data sheet. 
(a) Application data sheet. An applica-

tion data sheet is a sheet or sheets, 
that may be voluntarily submitted in 
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either provisional or nonprovisional 
applications, which contains biblio-
graphic data, arranged in a format 
specified by the Office. An application 
data sheet must be titled ‘‘Application 
Data Sheet’’ and must contain all of 
the section headings listed in para-
graph (b) of this section, with any ap-
propriate data for each section head-
ing. If an application data sheet is pro-
vided, the application data sheet is 
part of the provisional or nonprovi-
sional application for which it has been 
submitted. 

(b) Bibliographic data. Bibliographic 
data as used in paragraph (a) of this 
section includes: 

(1) Applicant information. This infor-
mation includes the name, residence, 
mailing address, and citizenship of 
each applicant (§ 1.41(b)). The name of 
each applicant must include the family 
name, and at least one given name 
without abbreviation together with 
any other given name or initial. If the 
applicant is not an inventor, this infor-
mation also includes the applicant’s 
authority (§§ 1.42, 1.43, and 1.47) to 
apply for the patent on behalf of the in-
ventor. 

(2) Correspondence information. This 
information includes the correspond-
ence address, which may be indicated 
by reference to a customer number, to 
which correspondence is to be directed 
(see § 1.33(a)). 

(3) Application information. This infor-
mation includes the title of the inven-
tion, a suggested classification, by 
class and subclass, the Technology 
Center to which the subject matter of 
the invention is assigned, the total 
number of drawing sheets, a suggested 
drawing figure for publication (in a 
nonprovisional application), any dock-
et number assigned to the application, 
the type of application (e.g., utility, 
plant, design, reissue, provisional), 
whether the application discloses any 
significant part of the subject matter 
of an application under a secrecy order 
pursuant to § 5.2 of this chapter (see 
§ 5.2(c)), and, for plant applications, the 
Latin name of the genus and species of 
the plant claimed, as well as the vari-
ety denomination. The suggested clas-
sification and Technology Center infor-
mation should be supplied for provi-
sional applications whether or not 

claims are present. If claims are not 
present in a provisional application, 
the suggested classification and Tech-
nology Center should be based upon the 
disclosure. 

(4) Representative information. This in-
formation includes the registration 
number of each practitioner having a 
power of attorney in the application 
(preferably by reference to a customer 
number). Providing this information in 
the application data sheet does not 
constitute a power of attorney in the 
application (see § 1.32). 

(5) Domestic priority information. This 
information includes the application 
number, the filing date, the status (in-
cluding patent number if available), 
and relationship of each application for 
which a benefit is claimed under 35 
U.S.C. 119(e), 120, 121, or 365(c). Pro-
viding this information in the applica-
tion data sheet constitutes the specific 
reference required by 35 U.S.C. 119(e) or 
120, and § 1.78(a)(2) or § 1.78(a)(5), and 
need not otherwise be made part of the 
specification. 

(6) Foreign priority information. This 
information includes the application 
number, country, and filing date of 
each foreign application for which pri-
ority is claimed, as well as any foreign 
application having a filing date before 
that of the application for which pri-
ority is claimed. Providing this infor-
mation in the application data sheet 
constitutes the claim for priority as re-
quired by 35 U.S.C. 119(b) and § 1.55(a). 

(7) Assignee information. This informa-
tion includes the name (either person 
or juristic entity) and address of the 
assignee of the entire right, title, and 
interest in an application. Providing 
this information in the application 
data sheet does not substitute for com-
pliance with any requirement of part 3 
of this chapter to have an assignment 
recorded by the Office. 

(c) Supplemental application data 
sheets. Supplemental application data 
sheets: 

(1) May be subsequently supplied 
prior to payment of the issue fee either 
to correct or update information in a 
previously submitted application data 
sheet, or an oath or declaration under 
§ 1.63 or § 1.67, except that inventorship 
changes are governed by § 1.48, cor-
respondence changes are governed by 
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§ 1.33(a), and citizenship changes are 
governed by § 1.63 or § 1.67; and 

(2) Must be titled ‘‘Supplemental Ap-
plication Data Sheet,’’ include all of 
the section headings listed in para-
graph (b) of this section, include all ap-
propriate data for each section head-
ing, and must identify the information 
that is being changed, preferably with 
underlining for insertions, and strike- 
through or brackets for text removed. 

(d) Inconsistencies between application 
data sheet and other documents. For in-
consistencies between information that 
is supplied by both an application data 
sheet under this section and other doc-
uments. 

(1) The latest submitted information 
will govern notwithstanding whether 
supplied by an application data sheet, 
an amendment to the specification, a 
designation of a correspondence ad-
dress, or by a § 1.63 or § 1.67 oath or dec-
laration, except as provided by para-
graph (d)(3) of this section; 

(2) The information in the applica-
tion data sheet will govern when the 
inconsistent information is supplied at 
the same time by an amendment to the 
specification, a designation of cor-
respondence address, or a § 1.63 or § 1.67 
oath or declaration, except as provided 
by paragraph (d)(3) of this section; 

(3) The oath or declaration under 
§ 1.63 or § 1.67 governs inconsistencies 
with the application data sheet in the 
naming of inventors (§ 1.41(a)(1)) and 
setting forth their citizenship (35 
U.S.C. 115); 

(4) The Office will capture biblio-
graphic information from the applica-
tion data sheet (notwithstanding 
whether an oath or declaration governs 
the information). Thus, the Office shall 
generally, for example, not look to an 
oath or declaration under § 1.63 to see if 
the bibliographic information con-
tained therein is consistent with the 
bibliographic information captured 
from an application data sheet (wheth-
er the oath or declaration is submitted 
prior to or subsequent to the applica-
tion data sheet). Captured biblio-
graphic information derived from an 
application data sheet containing er-
rors may be corrected if applicant sub-

mits a request therefor and a supple-
mental application data sheet. 

[65 FR 54668, Sept. 8, 2000, as amended at 65 
FR 57054, Sept. 20, 2000; 69 FR 56540, Sept. 21, 
2004; 70 FR 54266, Sept. 14, 2005;; 72 FR 46837, 
Aug. 21, 2007; 74 FR 52689, Oct. 14, 2009] 

§ 1.77 Arrangement of application ele-
ments. 

(a) The elements of the application, 
if applicable, should appear in the fol-
lowing order: 

(1) Utility application transmittal 
form. 

(2) Fee transmittal form. 
(3) Application data sheet (see § 1.76). 
(4) Specification. 
(5) Drawings. 
(6) Executed oath or declaration. 
(b) The specification should include 

the following sections in order: 
(1) Title of the invention, which may 

be accompanied by an introductory 
portion stating the name, citizenship, 
and residence of the applicant (unless 
included in the application data sheet). 

(2) Cross-reference to related applica-
tions (unless included in the applica-
tion data sheet). 

(3) Statement regarding federally 
sponsored research or development. 

(4) The names of the parties to a 
joint research agreement. 

(5) Reference to a ‘‘Sequence List-
ing,’’ a table, or a computer program 
listing appendix submitted on a com-
pact disc and an incorporation-by-ref-
erence of the material on the compact 
disc (see § 1.52(e)(5)). The total number 
of compact discs including duplicates 
and the files on each compact disc shall 
be specified. 

(6) Background of the invention. 
(7) Brief summary of the invention. 
(8) Brief description of the several 

views of the drawing. 
(9) Detailed description of the inven-

tion. 
(10) A claim or claims. 
(11) Abstract of the disclosure. 
(12) ‘‘Sequence Listing,’’ if on paper 

(see §§ 1.821 through 1.825). 
(c) The text of the specification sec-

tions defined in paragraphs (b)(1) 
through (b)(12) of this section, if appli-
cable, should be preceded by a section 
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